Rethinking when and how to use race appropriately in care delivery

Bias in care delivery can be addressed through a system-level approach to data, algorithms, and technologies
Amid uncertainty and change, health care stakeholders are looking for new ways to transform the journey of care. By focusing on the differentiated needs of plans and providers, our US health care practice helps clients transform uncertainty into possibility, and rapid change into lasting progress. Learn more.

The Deloitte Health Equity Institute, under the guidance of leaders Jay Bhatt and Kulleni Gebreyes, conducts original research and disseminates findings to help drive data-based equitable outcomes, as well as activate interventions that address systemic inequities. Learn more about the Deloitte Health Equity Institute.
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Executive summary

As health care systems strive to decrease disparities and improve health equity, there have been increasing calls to address discrimination and bias in health care delivery. Lack of data standards makes addressing system-level biases much more challenging. Data issues include collecting data on race and ethnicity, the misuse of racial and ethnic data to inform treatment and diagnosis, and algorithms that inappropriately account for race factors based on biased data. Technologies can further exacerbate these biases. If these systemic issues aren’t sufficiently addressed, inequities will likely continue to widen, possibly at exponential rates as new technologies are applied in health care.

COVID-19 has highlighted stark health disparities in the United States, particularly along the lines of race and ethnicity. For example, individuals who identify as American Indian, Alaska Native (AIAN), Latinx, or Black, are more than twice as likely to be hospitalized from COVID-19 compared with white people, and almost twice as likely to die. While COVID-19 research is ongoing, initial studies show that racially and ethnically diverse individuals aren’t more susceptible to the virus and they don’t face worse health outcomes because of their race. Instead, poor outcomes can be attributed to factors associated with racism such as decreased access to care, living in multigenerational homes and crowded conditions, working in high-exposure environments, and the direct impact of discrimination, among many others.

Although it’s often used to describe the prevalence of disease, race is not an underlying cause of health disparities. Racism is. Health disparities are evidence of systemic bias, deep inequities in the nonmedical drivers of health (DOH), and structural flaws in the health system. And these inequities affect both individual and community health and well-being and can be compounded through systemic biases in clinical algorithms and technologies.

Research methodology: To better understand the steps stakeholders are taking to improve health equity and address bias in their data, diagnostic algorithms, and technologies, the Deloitte Center for Health Solutions (DCHS) interviewed 19 industry experts in health equity. DCHS also conducted an extensive secondary literature review to understand the strategies that health systems are deploying and the barriers they’re overcoming.

Findings: Interviewed experts expressed that systemic racial bias in medicine stems from the historically incorrect concept of race which was originally developed as a system of hierarchical human categorization. This led to the notion that white people were superior based on race alone. Medical education and clinical guidelines have unintentionally continued to reflect the antiquated notion that race is a biologically valid distinction among individuals, rather than socially constructed. While there are many types of bias, including gender, disability, sexual orientation, and language, to name a few—and the intersections between these groups (e.g., a Black woman whose first language isn’t English) increase the risk for bias—our research focused specifically on race and ethnicity.

Some health systems have already begun to address these systemic biases in clinical care through implicit bias training and changes in medical education. These hospitals are driven by their missions as well as the opportunity to
improve outcomes and quality, increase profit margins, rebuild patient trust, respond to policymakers, and embed this work within their environmental, social, and governance (ESG) initiatives.

Understanding that race has been socially constructed and has no basis in biological differences is another way health systems can activate health equity in their communities. Interviewed experts expressed the need to address this issue holistically at all levels of care delivery. Health systems can take the following approaches to remove the insertion of biologic race in medicine and biases that stem from it by:

- **Implementing strategies for data granularity and standardization:**
  Developing standards for data collection can help health systems better understand their patient populations and the health challenges that need to be addressed. Health systems should consider expanding the types of data they collect to include race, ethnicity, preferred language, and DOH. In addition to claims data, health systems can use new datasets like employment data, and leverage nontraditional and community partnerships.

- **Developing metrics for proper data collection and use:** In addition to establishing data standards, developing measures and metrics for proper data collection and use is vital. Health systems should consider educating and training providers about why this data is important to collect, how to talk to patients about the importance of sharing this data in a culturally humble and empathetic way, and how to develop scorecards and health equity indicators (HEIs). Understanding when to use social race and ethnicity data, and when not to—even when it’s available—will likely be key to understanding the root causes of health and how to determine an appropriate care plan (this also applies to areas outside of direct care delivery).

- **Reevaluating clinical algorithms:**
  Reexamining long-standing clinical algorithms, including care pathways and workflows, can help health care systems ensure all patients receive the care they need. Health systems should consider forming designated teams to evaluate algorithms and assess which clinical algorithms are currently being used in their facilities, how race is used in the algorithm or calculation, and whether race is justified. Scrutinizing existing practices in a new light can ensure that the intention of using said racial adjustment is consistent with the desired impact (i.e. closing racial disparity gaps and improving outcome measures for all); if not, then race should be removed. This approach can help determine what underlying factors are driving differences in health outcomes and which should be included in the algorithm.

- **Conducting regular audits:** As the use of artificial intelligence (AI), medical devices, and other technologies increase, continually testing for bias will be critical to ensuring health disparities aren’t unintentionally exacerbated. Health systems should consider conducting regular audits of their AI systems to check for bias and re-evaluate their current tools and devices by considering if other screening tools should be used, reviewing their vendors, and understanding the diversity of the clinical trials that devices were tested on.
Addressing systemic bias in health care delivery

As the COVID-19 pandemic and ongoing social injustices continue to spur health care organizations to address equity, there have been increased calls to address systemic discrimination and bias in health care delivery. While many organizations are focused on solving biases that stem from individual clinicians, there also is a need to address the systemic biases within the health care ecosystem infrastructure that stem from using race as a factor in medical decision-making. The lack of data standards and accountability around race and ethnicity, the misuse of racial and ethnic data to inform diagnosis and treatment plans, the implementation of algorithms that account for race factors based on biased data, and the use of technologies that exacerbate these issues are examples of systemic biases.

Continuing to ignore and perpetuate these biases could result in increased health care costs, poor quality of care for both individuals and communities, decreased patient trust, and growing disparities in preventable poor health outcomes. Focusing on racism, rather than race, as a determinant of illness is pivotal to activating health equity but will likely require health care systems to rethink when and how to use race appropriately in care delivery.

To learn how organizations are tackling the issue of bias in care delivery and improve health equity in their health care data, algorithms and technologies, the Deloitte Center for Health Solutions (DCHS) interviewed 19 industry experts, including chief diversity, equity, and inclusion officers at health systems, former CEOs of health systems, academics, medical directors, and chief medical information officers. These interviews helped us to better understand the insertion of race in medicine today and the steps stakeholders are taking to improve health equity in their data, diagnostic algorithms, and technologies. DCHS also conducted an extensive secondary literature review to understand the barriers and identify the strategies organizations are deploying in this space.

Racism has significantly influenced the way the US health care system and nonmedical DOH have been structured, both contributing to negative health outcomes for racially and ethnically diverse individuals. To address racism, health care systems have taken steps to advance diversity in their workforce, prioritize health equity internally, and rebuild consumer trust. One way to rebuild trust and address the DOH is by joining health care ecosystems with community-based organizations.

For hundreds of years, race has been used to define a specific group of people with genetic and biological differences which has resulted in using race to explain differences in prevalence of disease and health outcomes. For example, in the United States, sickle cell disease (SCD) is more prevalent in the Black community compared to other races. However, SCD is correlated with an evolutionary adaption to malaria exposure, not the color of one’s skin. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the American Society of Hematology acknowledge that SCD can affect...
anyone, regardless of race, including white people, but is more prevalent among certain ancestral lineages like those who came from sub-Saharan Africa; Spanish-speaking regions in the Western Hemisphere (South America, the Caribbean, and Central America); Saudi Arabia; India; and Mediterranean countries such as Turkey, Greece, and Italy. The historical underinvestment in research in diseases presumed to only affect members of certain racial groups has contributed to a lack of understanding that diseases like SCD can also affect white people.

Despite evidence that race isn’t a reliable proxy for genetic differences, race unintentionally is embedded in medical practice and can lead to health disparities. The American Medical Association (AMA) cites that one of the most infamous examples of this is the use of a drug, marketed as BiDil, which is used to treat congestive heart failure in Black people. It became the first race-based prescription drug in the United States. However, the study only enrolled men and women who self-identified as Black. BiDil is still marketed as the only medicine specifically targeted for Black patients, although many continue to question this practice. Interviewees noted that differences in comorbidities of Black patients compared to white patients may be one explanation for differences in drug efficacy.

In 2020, the AMA released policies that recognize race as a socially constructed category that differs from ethnicity, genetic ancestry, or biology. Furthermore, the AMA states that the practice of accepting race as a biological construct exacerbates health disparities and results in negative health outcomes for racially and ethnically diverse individuals.

There are several examples of bias that stem from the misuse of racial and ethnic data and the insertion of race in algorithms and technologies that inform diagnosis and treatment (see “Appendix,” for more information). Some of the most well-documented examples include:

- **Data bias from the lack of race and ethnicity reporting standards:** Health care systems have faced long-standing issues around the collection and use of race and ethnicity data in health care—due to both lack of standards and misconceptions. As previously reported by the CDC, race and ethnicity data aren’t available for nearly 40% of people testing positive for COVID-19 or receiving a vaccine. Furthermore, our recent report, *Addressing the Drivers of Health*, also found that only 19% of health system leaders surveyed are measuring outcomes or results from DOH activity, and less than half (38%) are using nonmedical data like access to transportation to understand their community’s needs.

- **Algorithmic bias in kidney function equations:** Two common kidney function equations (the Modification of Diet in Renal Disease [MDRD] equation and the Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration [CKD-EPI] equation) use four factors to estimate glomerular filtration rate (GFR): age, gender, race, and levels of creatinine. However, the tools can only categorize the race of the patient as Black or not Black. When the calculations were created, Black people were falsely perceived to have higher muscle mass on average, which often resulted in a higher kidney function score and triggered a delay in necessary treatment. One study found that removing the race correction from this calculation increased the prevalence of chronic kidney disease from approximately 15% to 18%. Additionally, 29% of those with existing chronic kidney disease were reclassified to more severe stages of the disease. The study concluded that leaving the race correction in is more likely to create additional harm to the patient than removing it.
• **Technology bias in pulse oximeters:**
  There are some medical devices, like pulse oximeters, that don’t work as well on racially and ethnically diverse individuals. During the COVID-19 pandemic, pulse oximeters have been crucial in determining oxygen level in patients. However, these devices measure how much light is transmitted through skin and inaccuracies have been identified when used on racially diverse patients. Studies found that Black patients had nearly three times the frequency of occult hypoxemia, or lower oxygen levels, compared to white patients\(^\text{19}\) and increased incidence of occult hypoxemia in Black infants \(^\text{20}\) when using pulse oximeters.

Notions of biological race-based medicine hurts us all, inclusive of historically advantaged social, political, and demographic groups. It hurts us all in the ways in which it perverts our understanding of truth and the associated structural drivers of inequity. It forces providers to racially discriminate in their care and provide separate and unequal treatments based on the flawed notion of biological racial differences. Failing to realize the unintended consequences of propagating racial biology far outweighs whatever supposed benefit the racial biologists in medicine claim but have yet been able to prove. And at its worst, there is the fact that many of these racial adjustments allocate scarce healthcare resources away from diverse patient populations, likely contributing to the very same healthcare inequities we are all trying to overcome.

— Dr. Louis Hart, medical director of health equity, Yale New Haven Health System
WHY DOES SYSTEMIC BIAS EXIST?

Interviewed experts expressed that systemic bias in medicine stems from the historically incorrect concept of race which was originally developed as a system of hierarchical human categorization. While there’s evidence that race has been used to describe differences in humans as early as the 1500s, the Western concept of race that we see today was conceptualized by philosophers and anthropologists in the 1700s and early 1800s who erroneously concluded there are distinct biological differences between humankind that could be classified based on race.21

- **Carl Linnaeus**: was an 18th-century naturalist who was one of the first scientists to classify humankind into distinct racial categories by skin color and attributed inherently positive traits to lighter-skinned Europeans and negative traits to darker-skinned African Americans.22

- **Johan Blumenbach**: was a German scientist who further classified humankind based on skull size and race and refuted the notion that Ethiopians were inferior to other races.23 He also coined the term *Caucasian* in 1795 and claimed it to be the “original race.”24

- **Samuel Morton**: was an American anthropologist that studied skull size differences based on race. He concluded that Black people had smaller brains than white people, and therefore were less intelligent than white people.25

This intersection of race and biological inferiority was used to justify chattel slavery and spurred medical atrocities such as Henrietta Lacks’ cells being used without consent, the forced sterilization of Black, Latinx and Indigenous women, the US Public Health Study at Tuskegee, and many others.26 It also fueled the development of race differences in clinical handbooks that are still used today. For example, in the 1800s, Samuel Cartwright quantified a 20% deficiency between lung function of Black and white people, and established race as the prime culprit for these differences.27 This led to the inclusion of race differences in clinical handbooks, without accounting for other social factors such as manual labor. Racial adjustment in lung function measurement is still used ubiquitously today and has normalized lung pathology (lower levels of expected lung function) in non-white patient populations.

As recently as 1999, a study using the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey to assess the health and nutrition status of Americans,28 concluded that lung capacity differences between Mexican Americans, Black Americans, and white Americans are potentially related to body build.29 After this study, race-adjustment was embedded into the software of modern spirometers, despite studies showing that removing race correction from pulmonary function tests results in higher prevalence and severity of lung disease for Black individuals.30

It became clear that you really couldn’t classify humans into consistent groups using either physical traits or gene frequencies. By the mid-20th century, amongst people who knew better, the idea that humans have biological races was already dismissed. That didn’t become public knowledge at that time and still isn’t public knowledge in the 21st century.

*Dr. Joseph Graves, professor of biological sciences, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University*

Despite medical and scientific consensus that race has been socially constructed,31 our interviewees described aspects of medical education that continue to reflect the antiquated notion that race is a biologically valid distinction among individuals. A study revealed that medical professors frequently linked diseases to specific racial groups (e.g., sickle cell disease, hypertension, diabetes, obesity, neonatal jaundice).32 Other examples include the misrepresentation, or inappropriate use of clinical nomenclature that can create bias and exacerbate disparities.
HEALTH SYSTEMS ARE ADDRESSING SYSTEMIC BIAS

Interviewed health executives noted that their organizations were driven to address systemic bias and improve health equity because:

- **Mission:** Organizations realize that as part of their publicly stated mission, it’s their moral obligation to provide standardized care to all patients to improve the health outcomes of individuals and the community.

- **Outcomes, quality, safety, and cost:** Interviewees noted that addressing inequities caused by racism in care delivery reduces overall health care costs and risk to the organization. The goal of every health system is to provide high-quality, safe care that allows people, families, and communities to live their best lives, enhance patient satisfaction, and ensure that the patient experience is positive—while also improving profit margins.

- **Patient trust:** Organizations realize existing mistrust and negative health care experiences among patients related to race and ethnicity exist and are working to rebuild trust and improve patient experiences.

- **Regulatory push:** The Biden administration has acknowledged racial equity as a key priority and the focus can be seen in various initiatives such as the need to improve collection of race and ethnicity data in federal health programs.

- **Environment, social, and governance (ESG) initiatives:** An ESG framework calls for sustainable energy and waste management systems, investments in community health, and demands that leaders embrace diversity and inclusion as essential duties. As more boards of health organizations look to incorporate ESG in their work, reducing systemic bias in health care can support ESG initiatives.
Recommendations to address systemic bias

Based on interviews and secondary literature reviews, we identified two areas where health systems can reduce systemic bias:

- Creating strategies for better data collection and accountability to understand racially and ethnically diverse patient populations, and addressing the appropriate use of racial and ethnic data
- Assessing the use of race in clinical algorithms, AI, and tools

Reduce systemic bias with better data collection and use

On a systemic level, data on race and ethnicity is important to understanding who patients are and how to improve their care. It’s also critical in identifying the root causes of health disparities and how they relate to race. However, if data is incorrect, not well-defined or standardized, or isn’t analyzed appropriately, then providers are no better off than if they had no data at all.

Collecting patient data: Interviewees noted that collecting race, ethnicity, language, and disability (REALD) and sexual orientation and gender identity (SOGI) data can be difficult. Patients may elect to skip the questions on paper forms if they don’t understand the importance of providing the information. They may feel uneasy when asked to answer the question verbally. To avoid this, front office or clinical staff have sometimes made their own best guess at what a patient’s REALD and SOGI are, which often results in incorrect data. Interviewees noted that their staff were sometimes uncomfortable or weren’t trained on how to appropriately ask patients for this information. Some health systems are addressing this systemwide by educating their staff on why this data is important to collect and how to talk to patients about the importance of providing this data in a culturally humble and empathetic way (see sidebar, “Collecting accurate patient information,” for more information).

We recognized that we were not collecting race, ethnicity and preferred language accurately... We have spent the last few years with widespread education efforts across all levels on the importance of accurate collection of these data and their link to customized care delivery to improve health outcomes.

— Dr. Jennifer Mieres, senior VP, Northwell Health Center for Equity of Care; chief diversity and inclusion officer. Northwell Health

COLLECTING ACCURATE PATIENT INFORMATION

We Ask Because We Care is an initiative adopted by many health systems (including, NYP Dalio Center for Health Justice, Northwell Health, and Stanford Medicine) that focuses on educating team members and patients about the importance of collecting and using accurate race, ethnicity, preferred language, sexual orientation, and gender identity data. From this initiative, one interviewed health system told us they improved informative race by 15%, while it aims to get to 90% data with race and ethnicity identified.
Another type of important data that some hospitals have started collecting is patient experience data related to perceptions of bias or discrimination. Interviewees discussed conducting patient surveys or asking patients during the appointment about their experience. One physician uses an everyday discrimination scale adapted to medical settings to understand whether patients felt discriminated against. The responses can help health systems better understand and address areas that are impacting patient experience such as, physical office space, front office waiting area, and toiletries offered to patients.

Universally I ask all my patients if they’ve experienced bias, inequity, or discrimination in our care, or if they have any concerns for the quality and safety in the care they are receiving. It begins to normalize the fact that bias is a key contributor to poorer patient outcomes and that equity must be established as a fundamental pillar of quality and safety systems in health care.

— Dr. Louis Hart, medical director of health equity, Yale New Haven Health System

### Setting data standards

Current data categories used by health systems often aren’t defined in a specific enough manner to identify and understand underserved populations. For example, only having one umbrella category for Asian or Latinx populations, despite the multiple and distinct differences within these social groups, limits the usefulness of the information. Furthermore, as more data sources are used by health care organizations, ensuring standardization across census, payer, and other data sources, will be important.

### Ensuring oversight and accountability of data collection

Currently, interviewees stated that most health systems lack target metrics for collecting data on race and ethnicity, and little oversight is provided to ensure the data inputted into the electronic health record is accurate and valid. Establishing metrics and creating incentives for providers to ensure the data is captured accurately can help address this issue. For example, one hospital set a goal of having 95% complete collection rate of race, ethnicity, language, disability, sexual orientation, and gender identity. Another hospital is working with data scientists to understand “other” or null inputs for race and ethnicity.

### Developing standards for data use, collection, and accountability

The University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) Health has created equity dashboards to detect variation in patients’ health care quality or outcomes by race, ethnicity, gender identity, age, sexual orientation, and community-level social vulnerability to identify inequities and address them. The dashboards are reviewed every month by UCLA’s equity council, to include the health system’s president and leadership team.

### Using racial and ethnic data appropriately

Interviewed experts strongly explained that while racial and ethnic data is necessary to better understand patient populations and address disparities, it’s often unintentionally misrepresented and used inappropriately in clinical care.

A standard part of medical education is learning to quickly make diagnoses and disease stereotyping, or race-based diagnostic bias, is one way to do that. And textbooks, curricula, and examinations perpetuate this thinking. Often-cited examples include white people being more likely to have cystic fibrosis and Black people being more likely to have SCD. However, Black people also can have cystic fibrosis and white people can have SCD. But because of disease stereotyping, these patients often are initially misdiagnosed.
Disease stereotyping is harmful. As race is a social construct, not a biological one, race can’t be the cause of disease. And while race often is used as a proxy for DOH, it’s not a good proxy. Instead of using race, clinicians should use specific DOH and family medical history to determine an individual patient’s health risks. Race, however, does impact health through the racism that patients may or may not experience. DOH often are the byproduct of systemic racism.

To address this at the systemic level, health systems should consider collecting DOH data and making it available for clinical use. A DCHS survey found that only 19% of health system leaders are measuring outcomes or results from DOH activity, and less than half (38%) are using nonmedical data like access to transportation to understand their community’s needs. One way to address this is to harness real-world and nontraditional data sources like employment or housing data. Additionally, while there are no DOH measures in any federal health care payment or quality programs, the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) is considering measures from the Physicians Foundation focused on food insecurity, housing instability, and transportation. CMS also developed a 10-item screening tool to identify patient needs across the DOH domains that can be used by health systems to address the root causes of health disparities and see how they relate to race and ethnicity.

People should stop conflating biological and social conceptions. If what you’re interested in is genetic risk factors, the correct question to ask is what is the person’s family medical history.

— Dr. Joseph Graves, professor of biological sciences, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University

If we put white folks in the exact same situation that they put Black folks in, they would have all the comorbidities that we’re witnessing in the research.

— Edwin Lindo, acting assistant professor in the department of family medicine, the University of Washington School of Medicine, assistant dean for social and health justice, office of health care.

Excerpt derived from Clinical Problem Solvers Anti-Racism Podcast Series, Episode 141.

While race and ethnicity shouldn’t be used as shortcuts in clinical care, it’s important to collect data on race and ethnicity to understand and measure disparities in patient populations and target strategies to increase equitable care (see sidebar, “Race-related health disparities in breast cancer,” for more information). A colorblind or identity-blind approach that ignores the race and ethnicity of patients also ignores the racism that racially and ethnically diverse patients disproportionately experience.

### RACE-RELATED HEALTH DISPARITIES IN BREAST CANCER

Literature has shown that, on average, white women (13%) and Black women (12%) have comparable breast cancer incidence rates. Yet, Black patients’ breast cancers have a 41% increased mortality rate compared to white patients. They also are more likely to experience delays in diagnostic evaluation and biopsy and have decreased access to standard of care screening technology. Literature also suggests that socioeconomic status and education doesn’t eliminate most of the disparities, inferring that racism may have a large role to play. On an individual level, a Black patient has a higher risk for breast cancer if they have a family history of breast cancer, a genetic marker, and/or drivers of health that would increase the risk of breast cancer.
Assessing the use of race in clinical algorithms, AI, and tools

Clinical algorithms, often represented as flow diagrams, serve to guide clinical decision-making as it relates to prevention, diagnosis, and treatment. For example, clinical algorithms determine when someone should receive heart surgery or who is at more risk for kidney stones. There are several clinical algorithms in medical practice today that adjust or “correct” their outputs based on the patient’s race. This is in part because the foundational data sets for these calculations were based on either a lack of diversity and/or flawed analysis.

As previously discussed, the eGFR calculations are one example of a type of algorithm that lowers an individual’s risk score for kidney disease because of their race, potentially leading to deferred treatment or procedures. While the eGFR equations are a well-documented example of a clinical algorithm that race-corrects, there are several others outlined in literature that expand across therapy areas and populations (see sidebar, “Reassessing clinical algorithms that use race to adjust outputs,” for more information).
### REASSESSING CLINICAL ALGORITHMS THAT USE RACE TO ADJUST OUTPUTS

- **Heart failure risk score:** The Society of Thoracic Surgeons develop calculators to estimate mortality risk and other complications during surgery. The calculators use race and ethnicity based on observed differences in outcomes across racial and ethnic groups, despite a lack of understanding as to the specific factors correlated to these observed differences. This insertion of race increases the risk of mortality and complications for Black patients during cardiac surgical interventions, but not for any other race. This could lead to decreased surgical interventions among Black patients due to perceived risk.

- **Urinary tract infection (UTI) calculator:** This diagnostic calculator is used to estimate the risk of a UTI in children aged between 2 and 23 months and guides clinician's decision about pursuing definitive diagnostic testing. Child's race is one of the input variables for this calculator and if a child identifies as Black – the calculator assigns a lower probability of a UTI for them. This could hinder clinicians from conducting definitive testing in Black children presenting with UTI symptoms.\(^54\)

- **Simple calculated osteoporosis risk estimation (SCORE):** This tool is used to determine the risk of low bone density in women and guide decisions related to pursuing screening with DXA Scan. High score indicates high risk of osteoporosis. If a patient identifies as non-Black, they are assigned five additional points. Like the UTI calculator, SCORE puts Black patients at lower risk and can deter clinicians from conducting further diagnostic evaluation in these patients. This may result in delayed diagnosis and treatment.\(^55\)

Clinical algorithms that adjust for race work under the assumption that racial disparities exist and are normal and immutable without understanding the specific factors or DOH that are driving them.\(^56\) Some algorithm developers provide no rationale for why race differences exist, and others do offer explanations but are rooted in flawed or biased data. For example, the heart failure algorithms included race in the calculation despite a lack of understanding of the underlying factors associated with the risk. Whereas, the eGFR calculation was based in part, under the flawed and biased notion that Black people are more muscular.\(^57\) The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality also states that studies used to justify the insertion of race in clinical algorithms may not be representative of diverse races and can reinforce the misconception that race is a contributing cause. For example, the University of California Davis Health found that a study used to develop the MDRD equation used to calculate eGFR was predominantly white, with Black patients comprising only 12% of the study population.\(^59\)

There have been growing calls to understand and assess the insertion of race in clinical algorithms\(^60\) because they can guide clinical decisions in a way that perpetuates health disparities and negatively impact the health outcomes of racially diverse individuals.\(^61\)

According to our primary and secondary research, industry stakeholders are addressing race in algorithms in some of the following ways:

- **Standing up teams and partnerships to assess and screen for bias:** Many organizations are just beginning to assess the insertion of race in algorithms. According to interviewees, within health systems, many are forming their own teams to examine this issue. The New York City Health Department launched the formation of the Coalition to End Racism in Clinical Algorithms (CERCA) aimed at ending the insertion of race in clinical algorithms. The coalition is comprised of 12 members across various health systems in New York City who have pledged to end race...
adjustment in at least one clinical algorithm.\textsuperscript{62} The National Kidney Foundation and the American Society of Nephrology also established a task force aimed at assessing the insertion of race in the eGFR which resulted in the recommended removal of race in this equation.\textsuperscript{63}

• Removing and replacing race-based calculations: Our interviewees also told us they’re taking steps to remove race from clinical algorithms. One example is the calculator designed to determine the likelihood of having a successful vaginal birth after cesarean (VBAC) (see sidebar, “Removing race from the VBAC calculator,” for more information). The nation’s largest public health system, NYC Health + Hospitals, recently announced\textsuperscript{64} they’ll no longer use the VBAC calculator, or a similar algorithm for kidney testing, because of their potentially negative impact on racially and ethnically diverse patients. Additionally, the health system intends to assess calculators used to test pulmonary function and diagnose urinary tract infections in children. After assessing these initial four calculations, the health system plans to use an article published in the \textit{New England Journal of Medicine}\textsuperscript{65} as a guide for which calculations to evaluate next.

Like algorithmic bias, AI also can exacerbate health disparities through human bias and lack of representation in training data sets used to inform machine learning. One study revealed how AI software that used health care costs to predict and rank which patients need extra care was unintentionally and systematically discriminating against Black individuals. The bias stemmed from using health costs as a proxy for health needs, but didn’t factor in that Black patients often spend less on health care than white patients because of the unique disparities they face. This bias led the algorithm to falsely conclude that Black patients were healthier than white patients and resulted in less money and interventions spent on them.\textsuperscript{66} Another study that analyzed 62 AI-based COVID-19 diagnosis studies for potential clinical use found that all had methodological flaws and/or underlying biases.\textsuperscript{67}

\textbf{REMOVING RACE FROM THE VBAC CALCULATOR}

Vaginal birth after cesarean (VBAC) refers to the vaginal delivery of a baby after having a caesarean section in a previous pregnancy.\textsuperscript{68} Since 2007, clinicians have used a VBAC calculator to determine the likelihood of a successful vaginal birth after a prior cesarean section.\textsuperscript{69} The calculator factors in age, height, weight, and the patient’s past medical history. It also asks if the patient is Black or Latinx. The VBAC score predicts a lower chance of success if the person is identified as Black or Latinx.\textsuperscript{70}

While the study used to create the algorithm showed that marital status and insurance source were important factors correlated with VBAC success, they weren’t included in the algorithm, even though less relevant inputs such as race and ethnicity were. In the United States, Black women are significantly more likely to have cesarean section compared to all other races.\textsuperscript{71} Use of this algorithm can exacerbate these disparities. After years of work by stakeholders in the industry, the calculator has been replaced by a new version that achieves the same level of accuracy but no longer includes race and ethnicity.
We need to be careful about the risk of machine learning models systematically making inaccurate predictions about certain groups of people (e.g., racial, ethnic, socioeconomic) based on historical patterns from the training data sets that come from suboptimal care delivered to those groups. This may deepen biases and inequities in care delivery.

— Ron Li, informatics director for digital health and artificial intelligence clinical integration, Stanford Health Care

Some of the health systems we interviewed are developing their own models and validating them to assess for potential biases. For example, one academic medical center is building its own algorithms and validating them internally and externally to remove any race and ethnicity-based biases. To build models efficiently, the medical center used Jupyter Notebook which can curate a variety of models in a matter of hours.

Similarly, in 2018, the University of California Los Angeles started to develop a machine learning model to predict the risk of hospitalization and/or emergency department visits. Instead of using health costs as a proxy for unmet needs due to potential biases, the university used emergency department visits and admissions and incorporated it into the model validation process help detect bias. With the model validation process, the algorithm reduced or even eliminated potential racial bias but acknowledged that the model will inherit bias from other factors and should be reviewed periodically to address any unintended bias. Consistent audits of AI tools will be essential to ensuring that biases are reduced as much as possible.

In October 2021, the Food and Drug Administration released an action plan for AI and machine learning device development. The agency also released guiding principles for Good Machine Learning Practice, which highlight the importance of addressing and mitigating bias and lays out ten action steps for promoting safe, effective, and high-quality medical devices that use AI and machine learning.

Users of AI models should have an adequate understanding of how those models are trained and whether they are appropriate for the patient populations they are caring for.

— Ron Li, informatics director for digital health and artificial intelligence clinical integration, Stanford Health Care

Racial bias is also a problem with some of the tools and devices used in clinical settings. One example of technology-based bias is a tool used to measure jaundice in newborns that underestimates risk of jaundice in lighter skin and overestimates in darker skin. Furthermore, in the past, East Asian race was considered a risk factor when determining which newborns were more likely to develop neonatal jaundice. In a recent statement, the American Academy of Pediatrics plans to “revise all practice guidelines and/or policies that include race assignment as a part of clinical decision-making,” as appropriate.

Through our literature analysis and interviews, we learned that stakeholders are addressing biases in the tools and devices that inform treatment and diagnosis by:

- **Using other screening tools:** While our interviewees acknowledged that changing the
effectiveness of the devices will require collaboration with vendors, as well as extensive time and resources, some have focused on adjusting threshold values or using other screening tools. One health system convened a working group with clinicians to change protocols regarding pulse oximeter readings. Others are utilizing other screening tools. For example, one health system is relying less on pulse oximeter measurements and more on other screening tools such as labored breathing while walking up and down a hall to evaluate patients.

- **Collaborating with approved vendors:** Interviewees also told us they’re establishing processes for selecting vendors to ensure equity is embedded within the tools. One health system uses a deliberate governance process and scoring rubric to choose who they want to work with or what technologies and systems they use. The scoring rubric allowed them to learn from previous problems, identify blind spots, and look for potential sources of bias. Health systems can also specifically ask their device makers about the diversity of clinical trials to enhance representation.
Moving toward more equitable health outcomes

One of the many ways that health systems can activate health equity in their communities is by understanding that race is socially constructed and has no basis in biological differences within the human species. Health systems should consider the following approaches to address the insertion of race in medicine and the biases that stem from it:

- **Implementing strategies for data granularity and standardization:** Developing standards for data collection can help health systems better understand their patient populations and the health challenges that should be addressed. Health systems should consider expanding the types of data they collect to include race, ethnicity, preferred language, gender, and sexual orientation. In addition to claims data, health systems can use new datasets like employment data, and leverage nontraditional and community-based partnerships.

  **Questions to consider:**
  - Where are there gaps in data for race and ethnicity?
  - What type of data categories are collected as it relates to drivers of health?

- **Developing metrics for proper data collection and use:** In addition to data standards, measures and metrics for proper data collection and use is vital. Health systems should consider implementing provider education and training on why this data is important to collect and how to talk to patients about the importance of providing this data in a culturally humble and empathetic way and developing scorecards and HEIs.

  **Questions to consider:**
  - How is racial and ethnic data being used?
  - How is the workforce being held accountable to properly collect and validate data?

- **Reevaluating clinical algorithms:** Reexamining long-standing clinical algorithms provides the opportunity to help ensure all patients receive the care they need. Health systems should consider forming designated teams to evaluate algorithms and assess which clinical algorithms are currently being used in their facility, how race is used in the algorithm or calculation, if race is justified, and determine the underlying factors that are driving differences in health outcomes that should be included in the algorithm.

  **Questions to consider:**
  - Is the use of race in clinical algorithms explainable?
  - What data is used to rationale race in clinical algorithms? Are there any groups over-or-underrepresented?
  - Does the model account for existing structural biases?
  - What processes and procedures are in place to evaluate how insights from analytics are being used to trigger action?
  - How do predictive and data models perform differently across populations?
• **Conducting regular audits:** Continuous audits ensure the intention of using racial adjustment is having the desired impact to clinical practice and outcome. As the use of AI, medical devices, and other technologies increase, continually testing for biases will be critical to ensuring that health disparities aren’t unintentionally exacerbated. Health systems should conduct regular audits of their AI systems to check for bias and re-evaluate their current tools and devices by considering if other screening tools should be used, reviewing their vendors, and understanding the diversity of the clinical trials that devices were tested on.

**Questions to consider:**

- Does the technology solution account for existing structural biases within its target population?
- Does it unintentionally exclude any communities it ends up serving?
- What processes exist for detecting and mitigating bias in medical devices and other technologies?

The centuries of race-based medical practice can’t be erased overnight. But with system-level approaches to addressing bias, such as having better race and ethnicity data, a more nuanced understanding of the history of clinical algorithms, and more scrutiny in the effectiveness and selection of medical tools, health systems can make strides in improving health equity.
### FIGURE 2

**Historical and current use of race in care delivery**

**Examples of racism and bias in health care decision-making, clinical algorithms, guidelines, and technologies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Therapy area</th>
<th>Element of racism and bias</th>
<th>Patient journey</th>
<th>Equity issue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Cardiology               | Race-based prescription medicine guidelines[^79]  
  - BiDil is the first race-based prescription drug in the US which is used to treat congestive heart failure in Black people. However, the clinical study only enrolled men and women who self-identified as Black. BiDil is still marketed as the only medicine specifically targeted for Black patients, although many continue to question this practice.  
  - According to Joint National Committee guidelines, hydrochlorothiazide is recommended as a first-line hypertension therapy for Black patients, rather than ACE inhibitor therapy for all other groups, due to the presumed inefficacy of these agents in Black patients. | Treatment       | May result in inappropriate dosing and treatment.                                                   |
| Oncology                 | Breast cancer risk assessment tool  
  Assigns lower risk for women belonging to Black, Asian American, or Latinx races[^80] | Screening       | Black women have a higher mortality rate, a younger age distribution, a higher advanced-stage distribution, and a higher risk of developing more aggressive forms of breast cancer. They're more likely to face delays in diagnostic evaluation and biopsy and limited access to standard-of-care screening technology.[^81] |
| Pulmonology[^82]         | Pulse oximeter  
  Determines oxygen level by measuring how much light is transmitted through skin; inaccuracies identified when used on darker skin tones. | Screening       | May increase the risk of hypoxemia in Black patients compared with non-Black patients.                                                                                                                                 |
| Nephrology               | Chronic kidney disease equations  
  Standard equations used to assess kidney function assume Black people have higher average serum creatinine concentrations, and therefore better kidney function. | Diagnosis       | May delay treatment and listing for kidney transplant in Black patients.                                                                                                                                 |
| Gynecology and obstetrics[^83] | Pregnancy and perinatal care  
  Studies have shown that Black women are less likely to go through labor induction or receive regular cervical inspections during labor and are more likely to have a cesarean delivery under general anesthesia compared to white women. They're also more likely to experience poor communication during perinatal check-ups. | Treatment       | May put Black women at higher risk of severe maternal morbidity and pregnancy-related deaths. Literature shows that Black women are dying from preventable pregnancy-related complications at three to four times the rate of non-Latinx white women. Additionally, the death rate for Black infants is twice that of infants born to non-Latinx white mothers.[^84] |
Mental health/Behavioral health/Psychiatry

Mental health and behavioral disorders
According to studies, Black people are more likely to receive inadequate mental health care. Some evidence, for example, supports the possibility of misdiagnosis of emotional and behavioral problems in ethnic minority youth.

Diagnosis and treatment
May lead to suboptimal care provisioning and the patients are more likely to experience chronic and persistent, rather than episodic, mental health conditions. Data shows that, “Self-reported suicide attempts rose nearly 80 percent among Black adolescents from 1991 to 2019, while the prevalence of attempts didn’t change significantly among those of other races and ethnicities.”

Gastroenterology

Appendicitis
Studies have shown that Black children with appendicitis are less likely to receive pain medication.

Treatment
Highlights different threshold for treatment for Black children that may lead to undertreatment.

Urology

Urinary tract infection (UTI) calculator for children
Reports about 2.5-times increased risk of UTI in “non-Black” patients, and assigns lower likelihood of UTI in Black children

Diagnosis
May hinder definitive diagnostic testing in Black children presenting with UTI symptoms.

Infectious disease

Lyme disease
Literature shows clinicians lack education and training to recognize Lyme disease on black skin.

Diagnosis
May lead to delay in diagnosis and increase the risk of neurological complications.

Others

Pain management
Literature shows that Black Americans are less likely than white Americans to receive pain medicine, which is linked to implicit bias and false beliefs that Black people have thicker skin.

Treatment
May lead to inadequate treatment and management of pain.
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